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INTRODUCTION: NATAL CHART 

 

Astrology/astronomy is the oldest recorded science known to man. Much precious space has been 

given to recording the appearance, disappearance, and cyclical movements of the Sun, Moon, 

planets and stars in early man's tedious efforts to communicate his history AND his ideas to future 

generations. Sumerian cuneiform script on clay tablets dating back over 2,000 years BC had texts 

correlating time (calendars) to the heavenly bodies. Many tablets also displayed some of the same 

glyphs and characters that we use today in astrology, while others recorded the close correlation 

observed between earthly and celestial phenomena. 

 

In the seventh century BC, Assyrian Astrologers became quite sophisticated in predicting eclipses 

and retrogradation of the planets by observing their movements against the background of the stars 

and constellations. These observations provided the earliest body of knowledge on which the study 

of both Astrology and Astronomy are based today. However, this was not the purpose of their 

observations. The astrologer's responsibilities were to provide their priests and rulers with favorable 

and unfavorable times for religious and social activities, and for the affairs of state. As a result of 

their efforts, a considerable body of knowledge and astrological lore was accumulated and recorded. 

 

Early man gazed at the planets and stars and discovered that their positions in the heavens and their 

distances from each other were constantly changing, and that those changes formed patterns which 

were repeated and predictable. He observed that all of nature in his world was directly related to 

those changes. Confined as he was to a small patch of earth where even boundaries and limits were 

unknown, it is little wonder that he began to correlate the events in his own life with the cycles of 

the planets and the stars, and to seek to live in harmony with their changing patterns and with nature. 

 

Today's man, through the science of Astronomy, uses these same stars to guide him on his personal 

visits to some of these heavenly bodies. Astronomy also helps modern man to place his own stars 

(satellites) in the sky. Some of these provide forms of communication which would be as difficult 

for early man to believe and understand as it seems to be for some Astronomers and others to 

believe that the ORIGINAL planets can still communicate influences to man today. Since these 

influences affect only the feelings, and the individual does have free will to make his own decisions, 

Astrology cannot meet a "scientific test" of "repeated results under controlled conditions". Neither 

can religion, for that matter, yet most people believe in some form of religion. 

 

Astrologers have been observing correlations of "As Above, So Below" for centuries, resulting in a 

tremendous body of knowledge. They are constantly studying, comparing, defining, delineating, and 

recording these influences and their meanings. Today, sophisticated computers make these tasks 

easier and the information more reliable. Thanks to the diligence of the ancients for preserving the 

records and to the enormous capacity of computers to store and sort information, today's Astrologer 

can cast a better chart and interpret it more accurately and completely than ever before. 

 

The Natal Chart interpretations are found by computing the astrological data for the date, time, and 

place of your birth. Your chart is unique in its combination of planetary positions, aspects, and 

influences. There are literally thousands of variables in the natal chart alone, and each individual 
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will usually have less than a hundred of these variables in his or her chart. We will print all of those 

which apply to your particular birth time and place, and they are what make you the unique 

individual that you are. We try to present this information in such a way that you can recognize and 

interpret the "blueprint" of your own "Personality Profile." 

 

There will be Delineations that appear to absolutely contradict each other, and there will be some 

that you cannot believe applies to you at all. Please try to keep an open mind and read the Natal 

Report all the way through. We will address all these concerns, and more, on the last page. 

 

Astrology is not "fatalism". "What Is To Be" is not necessarily what WILL be. The individual 

always has free will to make his/her own choices. Your horoscope reveals the astrological imprints 

upon your personality at the time of your birth. It has been up to you to decide which influences to 

accept and which influences to challenge. Personal growth results from those choices. Read the 

interpretation of your Natal chart and look back on your life. Is this you? Was this you? We think 

you will be amazed! 

 

Given below is some technical data that your astrological analysis is based on. This data is derived 

from the date, time, and place of your birth, and is unique in that it applies ONLY to YOU. 

 

 

 
SUN      22 Tau 52            JUPITER   26 Vir 14 

MOON     23 Ari 59            SATURN     1 Tau 44 

MERCURY  11 Gem 22            URANUS     0 Lib 08 

VENUS    13 Ari 59            NEPTUNE   27 Sco 28 

MARS     15 Sag 05            PLUTO     22 Vir 31 

 

Tropical  Solar   Standard time observed 

GMT: 20:00:00   Time Zone: 10 hours East 

Lat. and Long. of birth: 37 S 49    144 E 58 

 

Aspects and orbs: 
Conjunction:  7 Deg 00 Min 

Opposition :  7 Deg 00 Min 

Square     :  7 Deg 00 Min 

Trine      :  7 Deg 00 Min 

Sextile    :  5 Deg 00 Min 
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YOUR ASTROLOGICAL IDENTITY 
 

The sign which the Sun was in when you were born tends to give you your astrological identity. 

How many times have you heard the question, "What sign are you"? . . . How many times have you 

had people identify themselves with the statement: "I am a Leo, I am an Aries, I am a Pisces", etc. . . 

. Many times for both questions, I am sure. 

 

Practically everyone knows his or her own Sun-sign. You probably have also noticed that most 

people have heard some simplistic Sun-sign interpretations and they are likely to add, "I am a 

natural leader--I'm a Leo, you know"; or, "Of course I have a temper, I'm an Aries"; or, "Pisces 

people are naturally psychic". 

 

These generalities are sometimes accurate, but not all Leos are leaders, not all Arians have temper 

tantrums, nor, are all Pisceans especially psychic. Even when these simplistic statements are true, 

there are many more influences in the Sun-sign of each individual and many other astrological 

influences that affect that individual's personality. If astrology were taken no farther than the Sun-

sign, it would be telling us that we are like every other person who was born under our particular 

Sun-sign! 

 

The Sun sign IS perhaps the most important SINGLE factor among the thousands of variables drawn 

from when setting up the horoscope. Through the sign it occupies at the time of your birth, it colors 

your personality so strongly that it usually can be recognized throughout your lifetime. It indicates 

the ways in which you express your basic energy potential and your creative drive to grow and 

develop as an individual. It is also one of the major factors from which you draw upon to develop 

your personal identity and self worth. 

 

You have only one Sun-sign, however, and even if it IS the most powerful of all the stellar bodies, 

its influences are modified by the house in which it is found and by its hemispheric location in the 

chart. Its relationship to the Natal Moon is also legendary, and warrants special attention in the 

interpretation process. Even more modifications can be expected from the aspects of the Sun to the 

other planets and to the Ascendant and Midheaven, from what "Mode" and "Element" it is in, and by 

the house positions of the sign Leo, which is "ruled" by the Sun. When you take all these things into 

consideration you can certainly see that there is much, much more to your identity than your Sun-

sign. 

 

However, this popular interest in Sun-sign astrology does account for a proliferation of Sun-sign 

publications, and one can find Sun-sign interpretations and legends in literally hundreds of 

astrological books and magazines today. 

 

In the following delineation of the Sun-sign in your chart, we have tried to include those influences 

that are most consistent in the interpretations of the ancients, the masters of astrology, and the 

teachers of astrology--as well as those of the many gifted researchers and newcomers in astrology 

today. 
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SUN IN TAURUS 

 

The Sun is in Taurus from approximately April 20 through May 20. Taurus is the sign of 

"purposeful determination" and power, ruled by the planet Venus. (I did NOT say "Stubborn"!) Key 

words are possessions, determination, and practicality. The key phrase for Taurus is "I have". And, 

as Taurus is an earth sign, Taureans were born to achieve mastery over physical matter. 

 

Astrologer Llewellyn George writes in the "A to Z Horoscope Maker and Delineator" (Llewellyn 

Publications, thirty-sixth Printing, 1974): "In Taurus the Sun makes the native self-reliant, 

determined, persistent, stable, firm, careful and cautious. Taureans fear pain. They seem patient and 

will wait a long time for their plans to mature; gentle when unprovoked but furious when angered 

and then headstrong and unyielding; secretive and reserved with latent energy and mental power; 

practical and constructive. Lovers of nature, art, music, literature and amusement. Are usually 

capable of becoming psychics, mediums and healers. Make good public servants, officials and 

splendid executive workers." (Circa 1908.) 

 

Max Heindel in his book, "The Message of the Stars" (Rosicrucians, 1927), writes: A favorable 

position for the financial fortunes but it also gives a tendency to extravagance, especially in dress, 

and makes the person extremely fond of the opposite sex, sometimes with detrimental results. It 

gives great physical strength and the person loves to show off that people may admire his prowess. 

Taurus rules the larynx, therefore the Sun in Taurus adds strength to the vocal organs and gives the 

person a strong, pleasant voice." 

 

With your Sun in Taurus, you are probably very efficient in practical matters, and your spiritual 

truth comes from working with the practical aspects of life. You are fond of the good things of life 

and focus much of your attention on material acquisitions. You love comfort, satisfaction and 

pleasure. Whatever fulfills these needs will have great value to you. You will make every effort to 

get it, and once you do, you never want to let it go. You like money--not so much for its own sake, 

but so that you can enjoy the things it will buy. You appreciate beautiful things, especially those 

which appeal to the sense of touch. You are fond of good clothing and can be genuinely impressed 

by the wardrobes of others. 

 

You seek security, both emotional and material. You may resist involvement in a relationship for 

fear of getting hurt, nevertheless there is likely to always be a significant other in your life. You can 

be very jealous as a result of your deep inner need for mental and emotional security. You are 

probably not aware of your inner motives, as self-analysis is usually not that important to you. You 

have a strong sense of loyalty and may often burden yourself with the griefs and problems of your 

friends. You are a steadfast and patient friend, capable of tremendous devotion and dedication. 

 

You are endowed with strong willpower and are capable of making plans for years in advance and 

successfully implementing them. You are likely to be successful in your efforts. You have your own 

way of doing things, and if others want things to go smoothly, it is wise for them not to interfere 

with you or attempt to make you over. The ability to follow through and stick with things is one of 
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your greatest assets. Once your course is set, you pursue it tenaciously until it is completed, 

stubbornly resisting any attempts to sway you from your purpose. However, you may have to learn 

to expect less than absolute perfection in the end results, and that reality may not always shape up to 

your exacting demands. 

 

You have a very practical nature and want to see concrete, tangible results for your efforts. You are 

not one for spinning wild dreams that are unlikely to come true. Most of your "wild dreams" have to 

do with material achievements, well-being, and security, for you have a great love of the physical 

world and you want to experience and enjoy it to the fullest. Though you will work long and 

persistently, you also have a strong, sensual, comfort-loving side, and you want to enjoy what you 

have worked for. In fact, you can be a little lazy at times and have a tendency to overindulge in good 

food and other earthly pleasures. You also love the beauty of the natural world and probably prefer a 

serene country setting to a more urban life style. 

 

At heart your needs are simple and you are easy to please. You have a strong desire for security and 

peace, and will rarely make changes unless you are forced to do so. You are not very demanding 

emotionally, though you do crave lots of physical closeness and affection. Because of your 

faithfulness and gentle strength, others often depend upon you for support. Though you hate 

upheaval and sudden changes, you usually maintain your poise and equanimity. You also have an 

innate sense of harmonizing with nature, allowing things to grow and unfold in their own time. You 

have the patience to nurture something into being--be it a garden, a child, or some creative project. 

You make an excellent mother or father, especially if you follow your instincts more often than 

those of the "experts". 

 

Taureans are often referred to as being "bull-headed" or stubborn. If you recognize this personality 

trait in yourself, you need to learn to be more flexible and less rigid. This characteristic could also 

cause you to find yourself reluctant to risk changes from what you feel is your only safe, predictable 

routine. Open your mind to new ideas, expand upon your imagination, broaden your horizons and 

risk some speculations. New just MIGHT be better. 
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THE PLANETS: POSITIONS AND ASPECTS 
 

Astrology recognizes ten major "heavenly bodies" in the Universe that radiate various influences 

toward earth, and thus manifest themselves in the lives and affairs of mankind. The Sun and the 

Moon influences are most recognizable because some of them are visible and tactile, such as light 

and heat. They also provide the base for mankind's calculation of time--the calendar and the clock. 

Influences distributed by the other eight planets may be less visible and more subtle, but not less 

real. 

 

These emanations are constant, but the intensity of their influences can be tempered by the sign they 

are in, the house of your chart in which they are located, and by their angular aspects to each other. 

We touched upon this in the introduction to the Ascendant when we also introduced the term 

"synchronicity". In the following pages we will print the individual interpretations of each planet in 

your chart with respect to the sign it is in, and its house position. 

 

Following that we will print the interpretation of the planetary aspects to each other. Aspects are 

specific angles between two or more planets that have been found to modify the influences 

bestowed. Technically, every angle between planets creates an aspect, but some angles are more 

significant than others. 

 

Astrology divides these aspects into "Major" and "Minor" categories. Minor aspects are used 

primarily in astrological research and for very precisely directed work, so we stick to the Major 

aspects in our general work. The major aspects are: Conjunction (same degree), Sextile (60 degrees), 

Square (90 degrees), Trine (120 degrees), and Opposition (180 degrees). Don't worry that some of 

these individual interpretations may seem to conflict with others. We look at the whole person, and 

the separate parts can modify, reinforce, or nullify each other. 

 

We have pulled all this data together for you as it is displayed in your birth chart. This whole 

configuration can not be repeated or duplicated during your lifetime. Although the earth in its 

rotation around the Sun each year goes through all the twelve sign constellations and returns the Sun 

to its natal position, it takes Neptune 165 years and Pluto 248 years to complete their orbits. The 

planets are constantly moving their positions throughout the universe so that it is not possible for all 

the planetary positions and aspects to repeat themselves in your lifetime. 

 

That leaves it up to us as individuals to deal with those influences imprinted upon us at birth and 

revealed through the horoscope. It is our hope, through astrology, that we may explain what those 

influences are and thus understand ourselves better. We have free will to make choices--choices 

which can affect those birth imprints in positive or negative ways. Probably no one of us will ever 

fulfill the "promises" of the natal chart in our lifetime, but hopefully, knowing what the influences 

are could help us to make some better choices. 
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PLANETARY SIGN 
 

The following planetary sign and house positions are determined by YOUR birth data. There are 

384 variations of these positions, as well as many other variables, but only 25 of them apply to each 

individual. The possibility of another person having the same combination of positions is practically 

non-existent. 

 

The Sun and the Moon are known as the "Lights" and are not planets in the technical sense of the 

word. However, they are the most visible and perhaps more influential in affecting man's awareness 

than all of the other heavenly bodies put together. The blend of the Sun-Moon influences, from the 

signs they are in, and whether they are in aspect or not, are extremely significant to the personality 

profile of the new life. The relationship of the Sun and Moon to each other by their position, sign, 

and aspect and their relationship to the Ascendant can sometimes provide us with an extremely 

accurate mini-interpretation of the chart. The interpretation of your Sun-Moon combination is 

printed next. Study it carefully--as well as the next three Sun and Moon sign delineations. 

 

 

TAURUS SUN AND ARIES MOON--Taurus is an Earth sign in the Fixed mode, while the Moon 

is in Cardinal Aries, a Fire sign. This can create a powerful personality, each sign and planet 

somewhat supplying what the other combination lacks. The life energy has a fixity of purpose and a 

solid structure. You are very creative in a practical way. Outwardly calm, you are inwardly 

extremely ambitious and determined. Your personality will command whatever is needed to fulfill 

your desires--possibly even to the point of being ruthless and inconsiderate. You can be a good 

builder and engineer. There will be an artistic flair to whatever you do. Beware of the tendency to 

obstinacy in your opinions, and learn to respect the opinions of others. 

 

 

MOON IN ARIES--In mythology the Moon is always female--as the Sun is always male. In most 

ancient religions and cults, the Moon represents the female force which reflects the male force of the 

Sun. In astrology, "she" bestows her indiscriminative influences upon both male and female alike, 

though each sex might respond to the influences in different ways. The Moon in the signs of the 

Zodiac indicates the emotional responses to life's situations. It determines how you are likely to 

react to external influences and to the actions of others. 

 

When the Moon is in Aries, you are inclined toward a volatile, emotionally impulsive nature. You 

could behave in precipitous ways without considering the consequences. You can have sudden flare-

ups of temper, but they are temporary and soon over. You are very independent, going it your own 

way, right or wrong, and will not tolerate interference from others. You could even try to dominate 

others, and you are likely to take the reactions of others personally. 

 

Women with an Aries Moon in their birth chart are likely to show many of the more traditional male 

personality traits. They could be more independent and self-sufficient, and may tend to choose 

careers over the traditional "housewifely" roles. You need to be able to use your initiative, and 

would not tolerate a tyrannical or prejudiced boss. You could assume the leadership role quite 

naturally. You will expect the same kind of consideration in all your relationships. 
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The Aries Moon may enhance the "maleness" of the traditional personality of the man, but it will 

help to modify the male machismo with some emotional softness. There could still be a temper, but 

it will be short-lived. This position can give a man a greater measure of warmth and kindness. 

 

For all people, male and female, the Moon here is likely to provide ambition, drive and 

assertiveness. You will want what you want right now. You will need to practice patience and 

tolerance. "Lighten-up" should be your keyword. 

 

MERCURY IN GEMINI--Mercury in the signs gives clues to the kinds of concerns that occupy 

your mind, and reveals your psychological approach to making decisions and conveying your ideas 

to others. With Mercury in Gemini, you are likely to be versatile, unbiased, and impersonal in your 

ability to perceive truth. You are capable of deep scientific thought, and are likely to be well 

educated. You are probably knowledgeable on many subjects about which you are able to 

communicate easily, rapidly, and accurately in speech or the written word. True to the duality of the 

sign Gemini, you are able to register two impressions or think two thoughts almost simultaneously. 

You may find it difficult to shut out external thought stimuli, to the point that your nervous system 

needs periods of absolute quiet and meditation. You need to train your mental capacities so that you 

can focus on the important things. 

 

VENUS IN ARIES--Venus in the signs indicates how you express your emotions in personal 

relationships, and, your attitudes toward money, personal possessions, creature comforts, and social 

and aesthetic values. In Aries, you are influenced toward being aggressive in your emotional self-

expression. You will not hold back when pursuing your interests and can be very competitive when 

seeking the affections of others. You are likely to be passionate in love and romance with much 

energy for expressing your affections. You have the ability to be creative in artistic efforts and 

enthusiastic in your approach. You are also likely to be very impulsive in all these areas. 

 

MARS IN SAGITTARIUS--Mars, planet of energy, gives us information about modes of action as 

a result of the desire principle. It influences ambition and indicates some forms of expressing our 

emotional behavior. In Sagittarius it brings strong religious and philosophical convictions, probably 

along the more traditional beliefs. There can even be crusader tendencies to try and convert others. 

You could act out of idealistic motives to try to improve the social order in which you live. You are 

likely to be open and direct in your attitudes and actions, and people know where you stand. You 

need to learn diplomacy, however, and to respect the opinions of others. You like adventure and 

excitement, and may seek distant places to travel. 

 

JUPITER IN VIRGO--Jupiter in the signs indicates your ethical, religious, and philosophical 

standards and beliefs, and how you may express these interests. In the sign Virgo, it instills a 

cautious, analytical view of things. You will focus on the materialistic with prudence and 

discrimination. You will have a passion for details, and will need to practice looking at the broader 

picture. Honesty and integrity are the foundations of your nature and you will demand cleanliness 

and order in your activities. Your religious and philosophical interests will find their strongest 

expression in service to others, but high ideals will not fly unless they have a practical application. 

Avoid making moral decisions for others and trying to be all things to all people. Don't promise 
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more than you can deliver. 

 

SATURN IN TAURUS--Saturn in the signs indicates the areas in which you must accept 

responsibility and the ways in which you must practice discipline and develop maturity. When found 

in Taurus, you will need discipline and hard work to acquire material possessions. You will have a 

strong need for financial and emotional security. You are thoughtful, kind, and quiet, but, sometimes 

quick-tempered, resentful, and stubborn. You are frugal and may manage business affairs well. 

Watch out for tendencies to miserliness and excessive materialism. 

 

URANUS IN LIBRA--Uranus in the signs indicates the ways in which you deal with your urge for 

freedom and individuality. It indicates the motivations behind your wishes, hopes, and goals--

especially mind goals. It may also show the type of friends you seek and the kinds of activities of 

the groups you belong to. In Libra, it affects marriage, partnerships, and social conduct. You are 

likely to have keen insights into all kinds of human relationships, and telepathic understanding of 

other people's motivations. You may have new concepts of justice and seek to change and 

modernize existing legal codes. You are likely to value human relationships more highly than legal 

contracts. You will need freedom in marriage, which could cause difficulty in marital relationships. 

The message here is to consider others when attempting to change the status quo. 

 

NEPTUNE IN SCORPIO--Neptune in the signs manifests more historical and generational 

influences than personal. It indicates the kind of cultural expression shown by the imaginative and 

creative faculties of mankind over a given period of time. Your personal responses to Neptune in 

Scorpio are likely to be in sexual areas and psychological areas of escape. Drug abuse is strongly 

indicated, and spiritual regeneration will be forced upon you. 

 

PLUTO IN VIRGO--Pluto in the signs is also historical and generational, but on the personal level 

it indicates permanent change. In Virgo it deals with work, health, and practical application of 

technology. The areas of sex, drugs, and health are indicated as most likely areas for permanent 

change in your life. 
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PLANETARY ASPECTS 
 

Following are the interpretations of the planetary aspects to each other. Aspects are angular 

relationships between two or more planets that have been found to modify the influences bestowed. 

Significant angles are: Conjunction (same degree), Sextile (60 degrees), Square (90 degrees), Trine 

(120 degrees), and Opposition (180 degrees). Don't worry that some of these individual 

interpretations seem to conflict. Remember--we look at the whole person, and the separate parts can 

modify, reinforce, or nullify each other. 

 

SUN OPPOSITE NEPTUNE--This opposition can cause confusion in romantic, religious, and 

personal relationships. Emotionalism can cause fantasies and wishful thinking on your part, making 

it easy for you to be deceived by others. Certain biases from the past can cause distortion in your 

understanding. Remember that squares and oppositions are obstacles that provide opportunities for 

growth, and the message here is to strive for objectivity in your contacts with others. Be absolutely 

open and aboveboard in all your relationships. 

 

SUN TRINE JUPITER--This aspect confers honesty and ethical standards of conduct. You are 

positive and altruistic in your attitudes to others; consequently, you gain their respect and 

cooperation. You seem to be always protected by spiritual forces, and you are not likely to ever be 

completely "down and out". You have good insight into the future almost bordering on prophecy, 

and you are able to profit by proper timing. You need to keep in mind where these gifts come from 

by expressing gratitude and seeking guidance for using them to the best advantages for you and your 

fellowman. 

 

SUN TRINE PLUTO--This trine provides you with the ability to regenerate, upgrade, and 

transform all aspects of life. You are likely to have insight into situations that lets you know 

instinctively just where and when to act most efficiently. You have strong powers of concentration 

and will. You could be clairvoyant, and intuitive abilities are usually present. You are interested in 

spiritual self-development and are likely to seek psychic knowledge and understanding through yoga 

and meditation. Know that there are negative psychic forces and seek only for positive direction. 

 

MOON CONJUNCT VENUS--This aspect bestows intense artistic ability, giving you a highly 

emotional response to beauty and harmony. You will have excellent taste in clothing and food. You 

appreciate a beautiful environment and will create that for yourself. You have charm when dealing 

with others. You are sensitive, tactful and affectionate, and are likely to find much success in 

romance. You need to watch for a tendency to be self-indulgent, and beware that others can take 

advantage of you through your extreme sensitivity to their feelings. 

 

MOON CONJUNCT SATURN--In this conjunction, the Moon's emotions come under the 

discipline of Saturn. This should not be all bad, for certainly emotions often need discipline. You 

may feel somber with this aspect, and that you are tied to past memories. There could be a tendency 

towards depression, since emotions do not take to discipline easily. The key here is to not allow 

yourself to dwell in the past. Cultivate healthy emotional friendships and direct your attention away 

from self and toward constructive goals and activities. 
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MERCURY OPPOSITE MARS--This aspect can give you a nervous disposition and a sharp 

tongue. You can appear to be critical and fault-finding. You may take a contrary point of view just 

for the sake of argument. Needless to say, this is not the best way to "win friends and influence 

people". Squares and oppositions provide motivations for growth and change, and the key here is to 

curb impulsiveness--think before you speak, and look before you leap. 

 

MERCURY SEXTILE VENUS--This sextile gives grace and skill to thoughts, speech and writing. 

Literary talent, often poetry, is likely. You probably have a very pleasant voice, and may have a 

talent for singing. Many composers and songwriters have this aspect. You should have a calm 

disposition, but serenity often comes only with discipline. 

 

VENUS TRINE MARS--This trine brings the Mars energy to bear upon the emotional and artistic 

influences of Venus, bestowing the ability for dynamic expression of your ideas and creative talent 

in music, art, and drama. The Mars energy gives you the willpower to give your talents concrete 

expression. You are inclined to be fun-loving, have the ability to please, and possess an energetic 

sex appeal. When at ease in a relationship in which sexual compatibility is present, this aspect could 

bestow fantastic sexual fulfillment and a high level of sexual energy. 

 

JUPITER CONJUNCT URANUS--This aspect gives you the ingenuity and originality to think 

and act for yourself. You will find inspiration to try new methods in all activities and endeavors that 

catch your interest. This is one of the strong aspects of the occult--originality in religion, practice of 

Astrology, independent in spiritual matters. Business procedures will also be unusual and inspired. 

You will be generous with others and encourage them to try new ways, also. You will tend to rebel 

at the traditional way of doing things. 

 

JUPITER CONJUNCT PLUTO--This conjunction aids you in the determination to achieve goals 

beneficial to both yourself and others. You have a gift of concentration which helps you draw from 

spiritual inspiration. Your leadership qualities and insight to others' thought processes helps you to 

channel constructive forces in times of crisis. You need to give credit to the Source, and to 

continually seek positive spiritual guidance to use these gifts appropriately. 

 

JUPITER OPPOSITE THE NORTH NODE--This opposition can cause you to want to oppose 

the traditional mores of society in many areas of your life. You may meet opposition in the way you 

want to live, or in the way you perform your work, and especially in your philosophical and 

religious beliefs. You could experience bad timing in many kinds of activities, but you will be able 

to make accurate and honest assessments of the status quo. The key is detachment. Seek spiritual 

guidance through positive prayer and meditation and apply the "Golden Rule". 

 

JUPITER SEXTILE NEPTUNE--This aspect bestows a kind and mystical disposition. You have a 

vivid and active imagination which can express itself best through religion, philosophy and art. You 

could be sentimental to the point of gush. You will reach out to help those less fortunate and will be 

lucky in emotional efforts. You will need to practice discipline and seek positive spiritual guidance. 
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URANUS OPPOSITE THE NORTH NODE--This aspect could indicate that you are out of 

harmony with the current social trends, and that your timing could be off when you have an 

opportunity for "good fortune". It could also mean that you are not concerned with popularity, but 

can be very individualistic and discriminating when it comes to prevailing social expectations. This 

would help you avoid mistakes of the masses by your superior intuitive wisdom. However, you need 

to watch out for loss, through purposeful intrigue or unfortunate circumstances, of things or ideas 

that you have worked hard for. 

 

URANUS SEXTILE NEPTUNE--This is a generational aspect, since the slow moving planets stay 

in orb for a long time. The influences here can enable you to develop and expand upon spiritual 

consciousness, and to visualize and work toward a utopian life. You will have a strong affinity for 

the occult and are likely to advance in mystical subjects. There is the possibility that you will write 

books on occult subjects. Interest in Astrology is indicated. You are likely to have a highly 

developed aptitude for spiritual leadership, but seek positive direction. 

 

NEPTUNE TRINE THE NORTH NODE--This configuration indicates an intuitive ability to 

understand prevailing trends in social attitudes and modes of conduct. You are in tune with the 

times, in other words, and are likely to profit through success and popularity with this rapport. 

 

NEPTUNE SEXTILE PLUTO--This aspect has more general and historical connotations than 

personal, but in the personal interpretation it indicates unusual occult, intuitive, scientific, and 

aesthetic abilities. It could generate sudden and secret changes. You need to concentrate on the 

positive occult powers. 

 

PLUTO OPPOSITE THE NORTH NODE--This opposition could cause alienation or difficulties 

with the society. Your feelings of being an "outsider" could be very intense, even if you do not agree 

with the societal mores. This could be a Karmic influence from a life when you made sweeping 

changes without considering the feelings of others, and now the shoe is on the other foot. Your 

Karma in this lifetime could be to experience those feelings. 
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INTERPRETATION, PERSONALITY PROFILE 

 

Getting together all the information that makes up the face of your chart has primarily been 

mathematical and scientific--in a word, technical. The computer has used the date, time, and place of 

your birth to select and print out the interpretations of your Sun-sign, your Rising Sign (Ascendant), 

the Signs on the Houses, the Signs and Houses the Planets are in, and the aspects of the Planets to 

each other. These interpretations apply only to YOU. 

 

In interpreting the total Personality Profile, however, we must add two more dimensions to the 

technical: "Symbolism" and "Intuition". These operate mainly from our subconscious mind. Allow 

your intuition full play as you carefully study the face of the chart and allow its symbolism to 

"speak" to you. Often the chart can provide a key which opens the subconscious. If you don't 

consciously "feel" anything, don't worry about it. Just allow the full power of your intuition to apply, 

and keep your mind as open as you possibly can. 

 

Now go back and read the printouts again: all the way from the Sun-sign through the aspects of 

Pluto. Try not to reject any statement--not those you dislike, or even those you like. Note any 

statement which you strongly agree or disagree with, and mark it for later study. Then add all 

statements which seem to contradict each other to the list. When you study the "contradictive" 

statements, try to determine if any of them might apply to you at a different time, or in a different 

place. Then consider if the pair could modify each other and produce an interpretation that does 

apply to you. 

 

Astrology is not judgmental--it just IS. It doesn't tell us what is "good" or "bad", it only tells us what 

the influences are. We give the most optimistic and positive interpretation to that information that 

we possibly can. However, it has been our experience that often the most valuable information we 

can get from a chart is the awareness of those obstacles and stresses we need to overcome in order to 

grow and fulfill our lives according to our own individual value systems. 

 

  


